
Box 9.2

Taking Akshen in communities and the Environment  
with mobile, Social, and geospatial Technologies
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Every moment spent outdoors offers a multitude of learning opportunities for 
youth and adults. Each opportunity begins with an observation. The things we 
see, smell, touch, taste, and hear are captured in our memories and ignite a 
reaction that has the potential to inspire and excite, stimulating our interest and 
imagination, creating the opportunity for discovery and learning. A new era of 
interaction with one another and our environment has arrived. Some say that 
firsthand experience of nature, especially by youth, should be untainted by 
the distraction of electronic devices. We have learned there are differences in 
devices and the levels of distraction they create when technology enters the out-
door classroom. A global positioning system (GPS) receiver that primarily deliv-
ers location information offers far fewer distractions than a GPS-enabled smart-
phone that can simultaneously provide access to the Internet and music, as well 
as multiple channels of communication and social networking. Electronic or not, 
distractions have always existed in the same space where learning takes place, 
and that space is increasingly being filled with ubiquitous access to — everything. 
Even as we find ways to create opportunities for youth to experience nature out-
side their digital environments, surely it behooves us as educators to explore 
ways of creating opportunities for observation and inquiry within the technologi-
cal space where so many youth want to spend their time creating and sharing 
information.

The challenge: youth are spending more time connected to the digital world 
while interest in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) declines. Is it 
possible that the same technologies that are used to enhance learning at school 
also mean increased “screen time” and therefore decreased physical activity 
and time spent outdoors in nature? Can we turn this problem into an opportu-
nity with the rapid growth of mobile communication and location technologies? 
As part of an interdisciplinary team at the University of Arizona, we set out to 
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understand where youth engagement, technology, and learning intersect. With a 
youth-driven, participatory, and formative research and development process we 
designed and implemented smartphone applications (apps) for youth to collect 
observations for problem solving that would contribute to a collaborative group 
database stored online in a social network called Akshen. The Akshen apps and 
website drew on our experiences from the past using GPS receivers, web-based 
mapping tools, and the scientific method. These experiences, combined with 
contemporary and emerging educational theories and practices like problem-
based learning (Bransford 2000; Hmelo-Silver 2004; Darling-Hammond 2008), 
contributed to an framework for educators to help youth identify and solve prob-
lems in their communities and the environment. Youth who wonder why the wash 
or stream behind their house always has trash in it can create a team of friends 
to investigate and analyze the problem on a community-wide scale and then cre-
ate a strategy to share information and mobilize community members to help 
discover solutions to the problem and create change. An afterschool youth group 
that lacks a physical meeting space can map out and analyze the safe and dan-
gerous places in their community to determine ideal locations for a new youth 
center and bring their findings to city council.

Unlike traditional classrooms, the outdoor classroom aided by technology 
lacks physical and mental boundaries. Learning can happen anytime and any-
where. Youth enjoy making “posts” and “status updates” as they explore their 
community and environment. By placing these familiar and enjoyable experiences 
within the context of science-related problem solving, youth are informally learn-
ing new skills while developing knowledge and a greater understanding of their 
surroundings. In the process, they become aware of the community and environ-
mental challenges around them, and then learn how to pose good questions and 
collect the information necessary to answer those questions on the path towards 
finding solutions. Perhaps in the near future, “outside” will not only be the space 
between home and school, but the place where observations become the norm, 
making the outdoors less foreign and more a place to play, learn, and connect 
physically — and digitally — with the living world.
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